Cookbooks

Four season farm gardener's cookbook : from the 635
garden to the table in 120 recipes
Damrosch

Grow cook eat : a food lover's guide to kitchen
gardening, including 50 recipes, plus harvesting
and storage tips

635 Galloway

Home grown pantry : A gardener's guide to
selecting the best varieties & planting the perfect
amounts for what you want to eat year-round

635 Pleasant

Rodale's 21st-century herbal : a practical guide for
healthy living using nature's most powerful plants 635.7 Balick

Art of fermentation : An in-depth exploration of
essential concepts and processes from around the
world
641.4 Katz

Wild fermentation : the flavor, nutrition, and craft
of live-culture foods

641.4 Katz
2016

Can it, bottle it, smoke it : and other kitchen
projects

641.4
Solomon

Half baked harvest cookbook : recipes from my
barn in the mountains

641.5 Gerard

The harvest baker : 150 sweet and savory recipes
celebrating the fresh-picked flavors of fruits, herbs 641.5
& vegetables
Haedrich

Chefs Collaborative cookbook : local, sustainable,
delicious recipes from America's great chefs

641.5 Jackson

641.5
Fresh from the farm : a year of recipes and stories Middleton

Bountiful : recipes inspired by our garden

641.5 Porter

Art of simple food II : recipes, flavor, and
inspiration from the new kitchen garden

641.5 Waters

In the green kitchen : techniques to learn by heart 641.5 Waters

Organic family cookbook : growing, greening, and
cooking together

641.563
Daulter

Eat drink Paleo : cookbook

641.563 Macri

Homegrown paleo cookbook : over 100 delicious,
gluten-free, farm-to-table recipes, and a complete 641.563
guide to growing your own healthy food
Rodgers

True food : seasonal, sustainable, simple, pure

641.563 Weil

How to cook everything vegetarian : Simple
meatless recipes for great food

641.5636
Bittman

A girl and her greens : hearty meals from the
garden

641.5636
Bloomfield

Ultimate vegan cookbook for your instant pot : 80
easy and delicious plant-based recipes that you
641.5636
can make in half the time
Hester

Easy whole vegan : 100 flavor-packed, no-stress
recipes for busy families

641.5636 King

The Vilna Vegetarian Cookbook : garden-fresh
recipes rediscovered and adapted for today's
kitchen

641.5636
Lewando

The Moosewood Restaurant table : 250 brand-new
recipes from the natural foods restaurant that
641.5636
revolutionized eating in America
Moosewood

Live to eat : cooking the Mediterranean way

641.5918
Psilakis

The Sioux chef's indigenous kitchen

641.59297
Sherman

All new square foot gardening cookbook : [taking
the harvest to the table]

641.65
Bartholomew

Harvest : Unexpected projects using 47
extraordinary garden plants

641.65 Bittner

Book of greens : A cook's compendium of 40
varieties, from arugula to watercress, with more
than 175 recipes

641.65 Louis

Six seasons : A new way with vegetables

641.65
McFadden

Martha Stewart's vegetables : inspired recipes and
tips for choosing, cooking, and enjoying the
641.65
freshest seasonal flavors
Martha

The Beekman 1802 heirloom vegetable cookbook :
100 delicious heritage recipes from the farm and
garden
641.65 Ridge

Food52 Mighty salads : 60 new ways to turn salad
into dinner

641.83
Food52

